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Elsevier. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. Dimensions: 11.1in. x 8.8in. x
2.3in.Corresponding chapter-by-chapter to Fundamentals of Nursing, 8e, Elsevier Adaptive Learning
combines the power of brain science with sophisticated, patented Cerego algorithms to help you
learn faster and remember longer. Its fun; its engaging; and its constantly tracking your
performance and adapting to deliver content precisely when its needed to ensure core information
is transformed into lasting knowledge. An individual study schedule reduces cognitive workload and
helps you become a more effective learner by automatically guiding the learning and review
process. The mobile app offers a seamless learning experience between your smartphone and the
web with your memory profile maintained and managed in the cloud. UNIQUE! Your memory
strength is profiled at the course, chapter, and item level to identify personal learning and
forgetting patterns. UNIQUE! Material is re-presented just before you would naturally forget it to
counteract memory decay. A personalized learning pathway is established based on your learning
profile, memory map, and time required to demonstrate information mastery. The comprehensive
student dashboard allows you to view your personal learning progress. This item ships from
multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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Reviews
It in one of my favorite book. Sure, it is actually engage in, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I am happy to let you know that this is
basically the finest book i have got study inside my very own existence and might be he finest publication for ever.
-- Ra nda l Reing er
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be writter in straightforward words and phrases and never di icult to understand. I realized this
ebook from my dad and i advised this ebook to learn.
-- Zula Ha yes
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